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Executive Summary
A long list of energy firsts establish our region as a global leader in the energy
industry. Yet despite our heritage and continuing energy developments, our
region has never taken a comprehensive look at the ways we source, use and,
especially, waste energy. This report is the first-ever energy profile of the Power
of 32 Region uniting Pittsburgh and 32 counties across western Maryland,
eastern Ohio, southwestern Pennsylvania, and northern West Virginia.. The
profile examines how much and how intensively energy is produced, consumed,
imported, exported, and lost annually by the Power of 32 Region. As such, this
analysis serves as a quantitative baseline for guiding future regional energy
strategies, setting actionable energy goals, and benchmarking progress towards
those established goals and strategies.

 Estimated total primary energy consumed across all end-use sectors
including losses in generation, transmission, and distribution was 1,350
trillion Btu.
 Compared to the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors;
the transportation sector led end-use energy consumption, energy
expenditures, and greenhouse gas emissions from energy use.
 The P32 Region consumed 330 million Btu of total energy per capita,
compared to the U.S. average of 312 million Btu.
 If the P32 Region were a state it would be 7th in the U.S. for total energy
production and 24th in the U.S. for energy consumption per capita (EIA,
2011).

The assessment attempts to comprehensively inventory all major forms of
energy produced and consumed within the region by leveraging data largely
made available by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Information
Administration (EIA). Production data was primarily available at the county level,
while regional energy consumption was estimated from state level energy use
intensities across residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation sectors.
This analysis is based on 2011 data since, at the time of this report, 2011 was
the most recent year for which published consumption and production data
was available across all energy types.

The baseline evokes a host of questions about the region’s current and future
prosperity and security. It also represents a foundational step toward developing
and implementing a strategic and proactive regional energy plan. To that end, it
is recommended that the analysis be extended to:
 Expand analysis to examine current, historic, and projected trends,
adjusting for key exogenous factors such as weather, population, and
energy prices as appropriate;
 Establish partnerships with regional energy utilities to refine energy
consumption estimates with more current and finer resolution data;

Key findings of this baseline include:
 In 2011, the Power of 32 Region produced twice as much primary energy
as it consumed.

 Complete a detailed analysis of energy efficiency, productivity and
employment by business sectors;

 Of the 3,400 trillion Btu (British thermal units) of primary energy produced
within or imported into the region, 42 percent was lost as unused energy,
enough energy to power more than 15 million homes.1

 Broaden the analysis to include criteria air emissions as well as the
externalized costs; and
 Expand scope to include analysis of the regional dimensions of the waterenergy nexus.

 Coal dominated the region’s energy profile, representing 61 percent
of primary energy inputs in the region, 75 percent of regional energy
production, 86 percent of fuel consumption for retail electricity generated,
and 54 percent of estimated net energy exports.
 Of the 1,430 trillion Btu converted to electricity, 490 trillion Btu were
provided as retail electricity. 310 trillion Btu (64 percent) of the retail
electricity generated within the region were exported.

Unused energy is the energy lost due to inefficiencies in electricity generation, transmission, and distribution as well as
inefficiencies in energy use by the residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation sectors.
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Figure A Regional Energy Flow: Production, Consumption, Net Imports/Exports, and Losses

Power of 32 Region - uniting Pittsburgh and 32 counties across western Maryland, eastern Ohio, southwestern Pennsylvania, and northern West Virginia, Year 2011 Data
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Source: Sustainable Pittsburgh 2014. Format for this energy flow chart is adapted from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s (LLNL) US National Energy Flow Chart. The data were derived primarily from 2011 county-level data published by the
Energy Information Administration (EIA), the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which represents the most comprehensive local data available. For more information on the complete data sources and methodology to prepare the estimations for the Power of 32
region, see pages 18-19 of the full report at www.energy4p32.org.
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